Never say Neverland! A beautifully illustrated, modern take on J.M. Barrie's story that will have readers asking - Peter Who?

16-year-old Wendy Davies crashes her car into a lake on a late summer night in New England with her two younger brothers in the backseat. When she wakes in the hospital, she is told that her youngest brother, Michael, is dead. Wendy — a once rational teenager — shocks her family by insisting that Michael is alive and in the custody of a mysterious flying boy. Placed in a new school, Wendy negotiates fantasy and reality as students and adults around her resemble characters from Neverland. Given a sketchbook by her therapist, Wendy starts to draw. But is The Wendy Project merely her safe space, or a portal between worlds?

Melissa Jane Osborn is an actor and a writer who graduated from NYU. The Wendy Project is her first comic series.

Veronica Fish is an artist whose work includes Howard the Duck by Marvel and the Archie Comics. She currently lives in Massachusetts.
MARKETING
Trade advertising in BOOKLIST & SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL.
Exclusive content and banner advertising on THE MARY SUE (female-centric pop culture website).
Massive press push similar to launch of THE ONLY LIVING BOY.
Facebook ad campaign targeting female YA/Fantasy readers.
Author signings at ALA, ComicCon International and Brooklyn Book Festival.

From the mind of best-selling author, Neil Gaiman comes a unique take on steampunk science fiction. The Newmatic Man is technological marvel for the 19th century, mistakenly created by the wicked Teknophage to do good in the world. But when he accidentally injures a human, the man machine is mothballed for 100 years. Discovered by Jenny Hale, a young woman, will the automaton find his place in a brave new world? Not if the Teknophage and his forces are successful in their pursuit to rid the world of the do-gooder!

Collects the entire series in one boxed set.

NEIL GAIMAN is the New York Times bestselling author of the novels 'Neverwhere', 'Stardust', the Hugo and Nebula Award-winning 'American Gods', 'Anansi Boys', and 'Good Omens' (with Terry Pratchett), as well as the short story collections 'Smoke and Mirrors' and 'Fragile Things'.

JAMES VANCE is an award-winning writer whose career has embraced forms ranging from graphic novels to live theater and journalism. His 1988 graphic novel Kings in Disguise (with artist Dan Burr) was honored with the Eisner and Harvey awards.

TED SLAMPYAK is the creator of Jazz Age Chronicles. He has also worked as an artist on many titles.
Collecting the entire TEKNOPHAGE saga in one attractive set.

At the center of the Wheel of Worlds, on the planet Kalighoul, one centuries-old creature known as Teknophage watches all and plots and executes the most diabolical evil schemes ever imagined. Whether it’s creating Moolahbux and watching how the quest for wealth will corrupt and destroy an entire civilization or imprisoning actual deities and trying to bend them to his will, no plan is too far-fetched or impossible. He delights as it all plays out and just when it looks like things can’t get any worse—they do. Is he a mutated dinosaur mad genius or something even far worse? Despite the impossible odds against defeating such a creature, there are those who try, and even when it might seem that they’ve won, reality reveals yet another truth that will shock you!


BRYAN TALBOT is an Eisner award winning writer/artist best known for his collaborations with Neil Gaiman on Sandman: “The Song of Orpheus” and his own pioneering graphic novels "The Adventures of Luther Arkwright" and "the Tale of One Bad Rat".

PAUL JENKINS is an award winning comics writer known for his work on HELLBLAZER, THE INCREDIBLE HULK and BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT.
Chloe is a teenager who’s not sure of anything ... except that her family is SOOOOO embarrassing.

Everything was wonderful for young Chloe Blin—she loved her family, even despite their affectionate nickname for her. But everything changes when she starts High School. Suddenly, her family is just embarrassing! Chloe wants to meet new people and make new friends, especially with a certain Alexandre, but she’s not sure what to say or wear or who to trust. The high school fashionistas are only too happy to tell her how her clothes look, but can they really be her friends? And what if everyone heard her family’s name for her?

Greg Tessier has been writing stories since childhood. While at school, he studied history and cultural development, and today he oversees public reading projects in France. His first comic series, Mistinguette, has been very well received in France and is now being translated in English for the first time.

Amandine first came to the comics scene in 2006 with her work in Violet’s Wings, based on a screenplay by Sarabelle. She attended the University of Paris VIII, where she studied comic arts. When she is not working on the Mistinguette series, she continues to seek out new projects and visit French schools.
MARKETING
Exclusive cover and content reveals on THE MARY SUE (female-centric pop culture website). Major social media and PR campaigns for launch.
Charmz School™ promotional events at TCAF, SDCC, Brooklyn Book Festival, NYCC.
Wattpad takeover including exclusive content, contest and scholarship sponsorship.
Book trailer and exclusive video content on YouTube and Papercutz website.
Trade advertising in PW and School Library Journal.
Consumer advertising campaign on Facebook.
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Exclusive cover and content reveals on THE MARY SUE (female-centric pop culture website).
Major social media and PR campaigns for launch.
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Sweet but with a little bite, *Cherry Skye* is the first book in the *Sweeties* exploring tasty family dynamics, dealing with boys, and dealing with each other.

Cherry Costello’s father, Paddy, owns a successful candy store franchise. The father-daughter team must relocate to a new town as Paddy has remarried to the Tanberry clan. Cherry now has four new half-sisters and must start at a new school. Trouble (and romance) arises as Cherry meets Shay, who happens to be the boyfriend of her older (and meaner) half-sister, Honey! Plus, the Tanberry twins Skye and Summer have some growing pains as they learn life is not identical for the both of them. It’s going to take a sweet miracle- or some Costello best-selling chocolates- to overcome the sour tensions in this household!

Cathy Cassidy was born in Coventry, England. Before focusing on her writing full-time, Cassidy’s career spanned from teaching art to working as a fiction editor for Jackie magazine to writing as an advice columnist. She has published over twenty books.

Veronique Grisseaux’s writing credits include everything from television to comics. Grisseaux first studied under Jean-Claude Fournier, famous French cartoonist, but has since gone on to establish a name for herself through such works as "Lucie s’en soucie," "Totally Spies," and "Bride Wars."

Anna Merli is an Italian illustrator and designer. She has been involved with Disney projects in Italy, and has contributed to other series, such as Dark Horse and El Mundo.
MARKETING

Exclusive cover and content reveals on THE MARY SUE (female-centric pop culture website).
Major social media and PR campaigns for launch.
"Charmz School" promotional events at TCAF, SDCC, Brooklyn Book Festival, NYCC.
Wattpad takeover including exclusive content, contest and scholarship sponsorship.
Book trailer and exclusive video content on YouTube and Papercutz website.
Trade advertising in PW and School Library Journal.
Consumer advertising campaign on Facebook.
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MARKETING

Exclusive cover and content reveals on THE MARY SUE (female-centric pop culture website). Major social media and PR campaigns for launch.

“Charmz School” promotional events at TCAF, SDCC, Brooklyn Book Festival, NYCC.

Wattpad takeover including exclusive content, contest and scholarship sponsorship.

Book trailer and exclusive video content on YouTube and Papercutz website.

Trade advertising in PW and School Library Journal.

Consumer advertising campaign on Facebook.
Ana is in the race of her life! The grand prize is Dr. Laslo's space empire. But are her fellow racers trying to beat her or help her win?

Mysterious media mogul megaquadrillionaire Dr. Laslo issues a challenge to the best and brightest students in the Scholastic Federation to a cosmic scavenger hunt. The grand prize – his vast empire. But the clues are hidden across time and space, and only the best and brightest will be able to find them.

Thirteen year old super studious Ana, on a scholarship at Dalton Phillips Prep, is determined to win, for herself and her struggling family back at home. She teams up with the school's 2nd best student, the eccentric alien shapeshifter, Zyxyx. But the stakes heat up when the competitors from their rival schools enter the race—handsome Keio and the enigmatic Ekene. Their behavior is confusing—are they competing against her or trying to help? And why?

Suddenly the competition becomes a lot more complicated...

A graduate of MIT and Harvard Business School, Amy Chu has made a name for herself through her work with DC comics. She has written for both the Poison Ivy and Wonder Woman characters, and she now runs the imprint Alpha Girl Comics.

Agnes Garbowska is originally from Poland. She has worked for various comics publishers, including IDW and Marvel, in addition to pursuing personal projects. You can find her artistry in the My Little Pony comics and on the covers of Cartoon Network classics like Powerpuff Girls and Dexter's Laboratory.
MARKETING
Exclusive cover and content reveals on THE MARY SUE (female-centric pop culture website).
Major social media and PR campaigns for launch.
"Charmz School" promotional events at TCAF, SDCC, Brooklyn Book Festival, NYCC.
Wattpad takeover including exclusive content, contest and scholarship sponsorship.
Book trailer and exclusive video content on YouTube and Papercutz website.
Trade advertising in PW and School Library Journal.
Consumer advertising campaign on Facebook.
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Crimson needs to find out who she is, why she woke up in a cemetery, and which (or is it witch?) boy she likes best.

Crimson Volania Mulch has a problem; she just woke up in a crypt and, besides her name, has no idea of who, where, or what she is. Welcome to the Cemetery of Assumptions, a vast landscape of stones, mausoleums, and secrets. Home to monsters and mayhem, it may also hold the answers to her unknown parentage.

Crimson is a resourceful patchwork girl and determined to find them. Along the way, she meets the mysterious Wisteria, who has a tendency to change and a witch named Parameter whose spells tend to go awry. And two boys, Simon and Quinton, who make her feel something besides lost and confused. She must battle ghosts, zombies, and monsters in order to learn where she came from and who her real "mother" is. But will she do it alone, or will she have help from her new friends and unexpected crushes?

Mariah Huehner has worked primarily with IDW Publishing, and is known for her work in Fables, The Last Unicorn, and True Blood.

Aaron Alexovich is most remembered for being one of original artists for the Nickelodeon series Invader Zim. He has also created the comic Serenity Rose, published by Slave Labor Graphics.
MARKETING

Exclusive cover and content reveals on THE MARY SUE (female-centric pop culture website).
Major social media and PR campaigns for launch.
"Charms School" promotional events at TCAF, SDCC, Brooklyn Book Festival, NYCC.
Wattpad takeover including exclusive content, contest and scholarship sponsorship
Book trailer and exclusive video content on YouTube and Papercutz website.
Trade advertising in PW and School Library Journal.
Consumer advertising campaign on Facebook.
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The Trolls go on a road trip. But will the Snack Pack find treasure or trouble? All-new stories based on the hit DreamWorks animated film.

The Snack Pack is back! This all-new adventure takes hug time on the road, as the Troll friends head out in search of a rumored lost Troll treasure. Of course, they have plenty of time for hugs, snacks, and lots of scrapbooking along the way...if they can avoid the dangers that live out in the woods around Troll Town.

At Poppy’s urging, Branch goes along to act as a guide, but soon the Snack Pack gets lost and has to rely on some new friends to get them back on the path...to treasure!

DAVE SCHEIDT is a radical dude from Chicago, Illinois. When he’s not writing comic books he enjoys eating pizza. He is often mistaken for the elusive Sasquatch. He is the writer and co-creator of Spooky Sleepover, a collection of all ages horror stories as well as the creator of Minimum Wage Mummy. He is a regular contributor to Aw Yeah Comics and has written Adventure Time for Boom! Studios.
MARKETING

Advertising in BOOKLIST.

Cross-promotion with DVD release.

Promotional "fun packs" given away at trade and consumer events.

DVD and download codes will be offered as prizes on social media and at live events.
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MARKETING
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A haunting adaptation of the beloved children's tale from the creators of THE RED SHOES AND OTHER TALES.

Far out under the ocean, the Little Mermaid dreams of exploring the world above. When she finally turns sixteen, she is allowed to rise to the surface where she falls in love with a young prince. In order to be with him she must become a human, and so makes the most dangerous pact with the Sea Witch.

The Little Mermaid is Hans Christian Andersen's most celebrated tale, and is adapted here as a graphic novel with beautiful artwork by Eisner award nominated duo Metaphrog, creators of the acclaimed Hans Christian Andersen’s The Red Shoes and Other Tales. A faithful adaptation of the original tale- find out what really happened to the Little Mermaid!

Metaphrog are John Chalmers and Sandra Marrs. Together they have been creating graphic novels since 1996. Their Louis series has received several Eisner and Ignatz Award nominations and critical acclaim worldwide. John is from Scotland, and Sandra grew up in France, before moving to Britain. Their meeting was a catalyst, and within a few months they created Metaphrog. They regularly travel to give talks and workshops on comics and their working methods. They have also produced commissioned graphic novels and illustrations for a variety of clients. Last year, they were named as one of Canongate's Future 40 best contemporary Scottish Storytellers. Follow them on Twitter @metaphrog and visit www.metaphrog.com.
MARKETING
North American author tour including appearances at Toronto Comic Arts Festival and MOCCA show in New York City. Book trailer video featured on Papercutz and Metaphrog websites and Papercutz YouTube channel. Print ads in BOOKLIST.
Authors creating "How to Draw" videos and classroom kits for educational use.
Special Press Kit being created for selected contacts.


SIX MERMAIDS, ALMOST IDENTICAL TO YOUNG GIRLS WHO WALKED THE EARTH, EXCEPT THEIR BODY ENDED IN A FISH TAIL.

THE LITTLE MERMAID WAS THE YOUNGEST OF THEM ALL.
HER VOICE WAS CLEAR AND SOFT.
NICKELODEON's newest hit show is Papercutz's newest graphic novel series!

Ever wonder what it's like having a big family? 11-year-old Lincoln Loud lives with his 10 sisters. The trick to surviving the chaos is to remain calm, cool, and collected. But most importantly for Lincoln, you've got to have a plan. With all the chaos, and craziness, one thing is always for sure: there is never a dull moment in the Loud house!

All-new stories from Nickelodeon’s newest hit-series, created by Chris Savino.

Chris Savino was born on October 2, 1971 in Royal Oak, Michigan, USA. He is a director and producer, known for Kick Buttowski: Suburban Daredevil (2010), Dexter's Laboratory (1996) and The Powerpuff Girls (1998).
MARKETING
Print advertising in BOOKLIST & SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL.
Promotion across Nickelodeon & Papercutz social media including guest blogging by Chris Savino.
Creator signing/appearance at LA Times Book Festival.
Mini-comic being reissued as promotion for series.
Cross-promoting series with other NICKELODEON licensees.
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Smurf vs. Smurf and Smurf Soup get the Anthology treatment!

Smurf vs. Smurf and Smurf Soup get the Anthology treatment! While Papa Smurf works in his laboratory, two Smurfs begin arguing about the proper use of the word "smurf." Smurfs that live in the northern part of the village use it as a verb (as in "bottle smurfer"), while the southerners use it as a noun (as in "smurf opener"). Without Papa Smurf around to calm things down, the argument quickly escalates until the northern and southern smurfs divide themselves along the village lines! Plus, another never-before-seen Johan & Peewit comic, featuring the Smurfs!

PIERRE CULLIFORD, born in Belgium in 1928, was the cartoonist known as Peyo. After leaving school in Brussels, he looked for a job and found two that caught his eye: dental assistant and illustrator. After arriving 15 minutes late for the dental assistant job, he was left with only one option! Peyo quickly found himself working with some of Belgium's most talented cartoonists, including his lifelong writing partner Yvan Delporte. He eventually got the break he deserved when he started working for *Le Journal de Spirou*. Johan and Peewit were among his most popular characters. In 1958, The Smurfs made their first appearance and went on to become the world-famous characters we know and love today.

Praise For...
"Entertaining and endearing." — SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL

"Cartooning's craftsmanship at its height." — THE COMICS JOURNAL

"Any story with the Smurfs will elicit a nostalgic feel, but this will also bring in new fans." — NO FLYING, NO TIGHTS
MARKETING
Print advertising in PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY.
House ads in SMURFS and SMURFS AND FRIENDS.
YouTube advertising campaign.
Character appearance at LA TIMES Book festival.
Cross-promotion with other SMURFS licensees.
Explore the mysteries of the deep in the second volume of this science themed, non-fiction graphic novel series.

Dive in to the deep-end with this new series and hear from Sea Creatures, great and small, in their own words! Clown around with clownfish, float around with a puffer fish, and soar with flying fish! This fun exploration of the deep blue sea and all the marine life in it is perfect for any budding marine biologist!

CHRISTOPHER CAZENOVE was born in Martigues in 1969. A lifelong comics fan, Christophe's first efforts led to a twelve year career ... in supermarkets! Towards the tenth year of his employment in frozen foods, one of his projects attracted the attention of comics writer and editor Olivier Sulpice: Predictions of Nostra . After that, he regularly worked for French publisher Bamboo putting his humor to work on series like Gendarmes, the Fire, the Driving School and finally, THE SISTERS.

CHRISTOPHE CAZENOVE AND THIERRY JYTERY
Sea Creatures #2: "Armed & Dangerous"
MARKETING
Display advertising in BOOKLIST.
Sample copy mailing to science/educational blogs and marine biology websites.
Video Book trailer for YouTube and Papercutz website.
Series poster for libraries.
Educator's guide for teachers and librarians.
Another thrilling adventure filled with faith, trust, and pixie dust!

Tinker Bell and her friends, Fawn, Iridessa, Rosetta, Silvermist, and Vidia have fallen prey to Zarina's new spell—their unique talents have been switched around in order to distract them from the task at hand! Will the fairies learn their new abilities in time to prevent Zarina from blowing pixie dust on her team of pirates giving them the ability to fly and loot the seven seas?

This new collection of Disney Fairies also contains more magical adventures of enchanting fairy fun!

**ANTONELLO DALENA** has drawn Donald Duck comics for *Topolino* and *PK3* and drawn many of Disney's feature animation graphic novels and comics, including *Atlantis*, *Cars*, *Toy Story*, *Bolt*, *Wall-E*, *Ratatouille*, and *Brave*. His work has appeared in the ERNEST & REBECCA graphic novel series as well as *SYBIL THE BACKPACK FAIRY*, both from Papercutz.

**MANUELA RAZZI** has created many comics for Disney before beginning a collaboration with Antonello Dalena. Just like her colleague, she draws inspiration from a fun mix of styles that brings a fresh perspective to children's comics.
MARKETING

• Advance review copy mailing
• Retail resource kit includes posters and displays
• Social Media support on all Papercutz platforms
• Featured at Book Expo, ALA Summer, San Diego Comic-Con, and NY Comic-Con
• Cross-promotions with Disney licensees and disneyfairies.com
• Outreach to parenting blogs and Disney fan community
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Also available:

Disney Fairies #19: Tinker Bell and the Flying Monster
9781629916064

Disney Fairies Graphic Novel #18: Tinker Bell and her Magical Friends
9781629914305

Disney Fairies Graphic Novel #17: Tinker Bell and the Legend of the NeverBeast
9781629911908
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It's Smurf vs. Machine as everyone's favorite forest dwellers cope with a technological revolution.

When Papa Smurf is away, the Smurfs will play! Handy Smurf has invented some machines to ease the burden of the hard-working Smurfs (not including Lazy Smurf!). Soon, the whole Village is interested in these inventions that improve the quality of life. Seduced by the easy life, The Smurfs rely more and more on these robots to perform their daily tasks, however small they may be. Will the Village survive the occupation of these high-functioning robots?

PIERRE CULLIFORD, born in Belgium in 1928, was the cartoonist known as Peyo. Peyo began his career working with some of Belgium's most talented cartoonists, including his lifelong writing partner Yvan Delporte. In 1958, The Smurfs made their first appearance and went on to become the world-famous characters we know and love today.
MARKETING

- Joint PW ad with SMURFS AND FRIENDS.
- You Tube ad campaign tied to movie trailer.
- New consumer & library poster featuring all SMURFS volumes.
- Cross Promotion with other SMURFS movie licensees.
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- New consumer & library poster featuring all SMURFS volumes.
- Cross Promotion with other SMURFS movie licensees.
It's the final volume in the series and the climactic showdown between Erik Farrell and Lord Baalikar!

Desperate to stop the Dreaded Lord Baalikar from stealing the transformative powers of the Chrysalis, young Erik Farrell assembles the endangered tribes of his new homeworld to liberate the Hive City. Enemies become allies as Morgan and Phaedrus stage a dangerous rescue, while Princess Thea makes a decision that will forever alter the fate of the Patchwork Planet.

David Gallaher and Steve Ellis bring their best-selling series to a dramatic close in this startling finale of The Only Living Boy.

Author David Gallaher has received multiple Harvey Award nominations and won The Best Online Comic Award for his work on High Moon for DC Comics. He has served as a consultant for Random House, The NYPD, and McGraw-Hill.
MARKETING
House ads on site Only Living Boy website.
Print advertising in DIAMOND PREVIEWS.
Video book trailer for YouTube and Papercutz/Bottled Lightning websites.
“Win a Workshop” contest at ALA – offer one lucky library chance to win “Making comics workshop with Ellis & Gallaher”.
Library poster featuring all five volumes from series.
Educator Guide for full series.
It's the final volume in the series and the climactic showdown between Erik Farrell and Lord Baalikar!

Desperate to stop the Dreaded Lord Baalikar from stealing the transformative powers of the Chrysalis, young Erik Farrell assembles the endangered tribes of his new homeworld to liberate the Hive City. Enemies become allies as Morgan and Phaedrus stage a dangerous rescue, while Princess Thea makes a decision that will forever alter the fate of the Patchwork Planet.

David Gallaher and Steve Ellis bring their best-selling series to a dramatic close in this startling finale of The Only Living Boy.

Author David Gallaher has received multiple Harvey Award nominations and won The Best Online Comic Award for his work on High Moon for DC Comics. He has served as a consultant for Random House, The NYPD, and McGraw-Hill.
MARKETING

House ads on site Only Living Boy website.

Print advertising in DIAMOND PREVIEWS.

Video book trailer for YouTube and Papercutz/Bottled Lightning websites.

“Win a Workshop” contest at ALA – offer one lucky library chance to win “Making comics workshop with Ellis & Gallaher”.

Library poster featuring all five volumes from series.

Educator Guide for full series.
BARBIE continues to pursue her fashion designer dreams - this time on a reality TV show!

Fresh off of her tour with music superstar Christine Vega, Barbie is ready to make her mark as a participant on Fashion Fast Forward, the hottest new reality TV show that finds the best and brightest new teen fashion designers. The prize is the chance to design a costume for one of Barbie’s favorite actresses—who is preparing to star in a highly anticipated superhero film. This could be Barbie’s big break! The only thing standing in her way is the show’s other competitors, and everybody is determined to win. Barbie has to do some quick thinking (and sewing) if she wants to stay ahead of the competition.

SARAH KUHN is the author of the forthcoming HEROINE COMPLEX trilogy for DAW Books and the geek rom-com novella ONE CON GLORY.
MARKETING
Print advertising in BOOKLIST.
Insertion/ad swap with Mattel DVD titles.
Facebook advertising campaign to take advantage of character's social media power.
Banner advertising on THE MARY SUE, female-centric pop culture site.
BARBIE continues to pursue her fashion designer dreams—this time on a reality TV show!

Fresh off of her tour with music superstar Christine Vega, Barbie is ready to make her mark as a participant on Fashion Fast Forward, the hottest new reality TV show that finds the best and brightest new teen fashion designers. The prize is the chance to design a costume for one of Barbie’s favorite actresses—who is preparing to star in a highly anticipated superhero film. This could be Barbie’s big break! The only thing standing in her way is the show’s other competitors, and everybody is determined to win. Barbie has to do some quick thinking (and sewing) if she wants to stay ahead of the competition.

SARAH KUHN is the author of the forthcoming HEROINE COMPLEX trilogy for DAW Books and the geek rom-com novella ONE CON GLORY.
MARKETING
Print advertising in BOOKLIST.
Insertion/ad swap with Mattel DVD titles.
Facebook advertising campaign to take advantage of character's social media power.
Banner advertising on THE MARY SUE, female-centric pop culture site.
It's "Dancing with the Steers" as Ariol and his friends trip the light fantastic.

Dance class is in session for donkeys and pigs. Who is all hooves and who has the beat? Ariol’s teacher, Mr. Blunt, joins the dance floor, too, and earns the name “Mad Dog.” Will Ariol’s secret crush Petula the cow dance into his arms or is he one step behind? This is the one dance party you won’t want to miss!

Emmanuel Guibert has written a great many graphic novels for young readers young and old, among them the Sardine in Outer Space series and The Professor’s Daughter with Joann Sfar. Another of Guibert’s recent works is The Photographer. Showered with awards, it relates a Doctors Without Borders mission in 1980's Afghanistan through the eyes of a great reporter. Guibert lives in Paris with his wife and daughter.

Also available

Ariol #9: The Teeth of the Rabbit
9781629916026
Ariol #8: The Three Donkeys
9781629914398
Ariol #7: Top Dog
9781629912806
MARKETING
Trade advertising in BOOKLIST and SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL.
New YouTube short featuring characters will be created to tie-in to this volume.
Author tour being planned for late Summer or Fall 2017.
Dennis the Menace in Hawaii! A book length adventure in paradise. Well, it was paradise before Dennis got there!

Aloha! Join in the fun as “Household Hurricane” Dennis Mitchell and his parents, Alice and Henry, take a whirlwind tour of Hawaii. During this tropical adventure, Dennis’s cultural misunderstandings only add to his usual high-energy shenanigans. By boat & plane, the Mitchells hop from island to island with Dennis leaving a path of hilarity in his wake. Be prepared to be both entertained and informed! On a more somber note, Dennis learns the history of the attack on Pearl Harbor. And, if you think Dennis has settled down for the plane trip home, you’re in for a big surprise! This special volume contains every page from the original 1958 100-page graphic novel. Plus, loads of extras!

Hank Ketcham created the Dennis the Menace comic strip back in 1951, for which he receive the Reuben Award. He would go on to pen the comic strip till 1994. Al Wiseman worked as a cartoonist and assistant to Ketcham for the Dennis the Menace series. Along with Fred Toole as the writer. After Wiseman left Dennis the Menace in the 1960s, cartoonist Owen Fitzgerald stepped in as assistant to Hank Ketcham.
MARKETING
Promotion on dennisthemenace.com, Comics Kingdom, etc.
Appreciation panel at ComicCon International 2017.
Cross-promoted on KIng Features website.
ALA, ComicCon, other consumer shows featured in booth.
The first ladies of Disney are back with six all-new stories of loyalty and friendship. Minnie Mouse and Daisy Duck are back with six all-new stories that demonstrate the usual challenges friends face — not only from outside influences but within their own relationship!

Along with pals Leonard and Macy, Minnie and Daisy face obstacles created by their classroom foes—Abigail and her sidekick twin sisters, Millie and Molly. Together, the gang works toward common goals and learns not only to accept each other’s differences, but to embrace them!


From the high-flying adventures of PLANES to the creature filled back alleys of MICKEY-X to the BFF-antastic adventures of MINNIE & DAISY, every volume of the DISNEY GRAPHIC NOVELS series features exciting stories and adventures featuring your favorite Disney characters!
MARKETING
Special outreach to Disney interest publications/sites.
Facebook promo and contest on Disney FB pages.
House ads in DISNEY FAIRIES.
ALA, ComicCon, other consumer shows featured in booth.
The first ladies of Disney are back with six all-new stories of loyalty and friendship.

Minnie Mouse and Daisy Duck are back with six all-new stories that demonstrate the usual challenges friends face — not only from outside influences but within their own relationship!

Along with pals Leonard and Macy, Minnie and Daisy face obstacles created by their classroom foes—Abigail and her sidekick twin sisters, Millie and Molly. Together, the gang works toward common goals and learns not only to accept each other’s differences, but to embrace them!


From the high-flying adventures of PLANES to the creature filled back alleys of MICKEY-X to the BFF-antastic adventures of MINNIE & DAISY, every volume of the DISNEY GRAPHIC NOVELS series features exciting stories and adventures featuring your favorite Disney characters!
MARKETING
Special outreach to Disney interest publications/sites.
Facebook promo and contest on Disney FB pages.
House ads in DISNEY FAIRIES.
ALA, ComicCon, other consumer shows featured in booth.
It's the evil Dragon vs. the Tiger and his Zodiac team.

It's a heavy-metal Battle Royale when Maxwell -- the evil Dragon -- sends an army of robots against Steven Lee, the teenaged Tiger, and his Zodiac team! Each 'bot is designed to counter a specific Zodiac member's power -- so to survive, the team will have to work together like never before.

STAN LEE is an icon in the comic book world. He is the co-creator of the Mighty Marvel Universe and such classic and immortal characters as the Avengers, Spider-Man, the Incredible Hulk, Iron Man, the Fantastic Four, Daredevil, and the X-Men. He is currently Chairman Emeritus of Marvel Comics and the Chief Creative Officer of POW! Entertainment.

STUART MOORE has been a writer, a book editor, and an award-winning comics editor.

PAULO HENRIQUE has worked as an artist on series such as Lego Ninjago, Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, and, of course, The Hardy Boys.
MARKETING
Cloning Disney's Ad plan for YA novel.
Advertising to "geek" market on ICV2.
Cross promotion with Disney Publishing.
Disney social media mentions.
It's the evil Dragon vs. the Tiger and his Zodiac team.

It's a heavy-metal Battle Royale when Maxwell -- the evil Dragon -- sends an army of robots against Steven Lee, the teenaged Tiger, and his Zodiac team! Each 'bot is designed to counter a specific Zodiac member's power -- so to survive, the team will have to work together like never before.

**STAN LEE** is an icon in the comic book world. He is the co-creator of the Mighty Marvel Universe and such classic and immortal characters as the Avengers, Spider-Man, the Incredible Hulk, Iron Man, the Fantastic Four, Daredevil, and the X-Men. He is currently Chairman Emeritus of Marvel Comics and the Chief Creative Officer of POW! Entertainment.

**STUART MOORE** has been a writer, a book editor, and an award-winning comics editor.

**PAULO HENRIQUE** has worked as an artist on series such as Lego Ninjago, Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, and, of course, The Hardy Boys.
MARKETING
Cloning Disney's Ad plan for YA novel.
Advertising to "geek" market on ICV2.
Cross promotion with Disney Publishing.
Disney social media mentions.
Wattpad scholarship sponsorship.
Featuring "The Secret Within", an epic 176-page Nancy Drew adventure!

Nancy Drew is with her father, lawyer Carson Drew, on a business trip in Istanbul, Turkey when an ancient statue comes to life, revealing a hidden past to a forgotten city. But new revelations pose threats for Nancy, her father, and the world! Can Nancy solve the case before history repeats itself?

Both parts of “The Secret Within” are collected in this volume.

STEFAN PETRUCHA is the author of such YA series as Timetripper, Split, and The Rule of Won, as well as THE THREE STOOGES, POWER RANGERS, PAPERCUTZ SLICES, and many other series from Papercutz. He has written X-Files comics for Topps, Disney comics for Egmont, and he was nominated for a Stoker Award for his graphic novel, Kolchak: The Devil in the Details.

SHO MURASE is half Japanese and half Korean but her first language is Spanish because she grew up in Spain. She moved from Europe to Vancouver and from Vancouver to Maverix Studios in California, where she works in animation and draws comics. She is the author of Sei, Death and Legend published by Image Comics and ME2 from Tokyopop.
MARKETING
Featured in online promotions with Amazon, iTunes, etc.
Cross-promoted with NANCY DREW computer games and audio book manufacturers.
ALA, ComicCon, Brooklyn Book Festival featured in booth.
Four complete HARDY BOYS tales collected in one value-priced volume!

Four exciting adventures take the Hardy Boys across the globe to solve dangerous mysteries! The fate of the world lies in the library? It does when Frank and Joe need to provide security for the children of visiting delegates. What lengths will someone go to make the most explosive radio show of all? Tune in! What happens when the Hardy Boys are split up? Danger looms. And, what is Amelia Earhart doing flying around? The Hardy Boys are on the case!

Two time Wizard-Award-winning writer SCOTT LOBDELL is most closely associated with his seven year run on Marvel’s Uncanny X-Men, as well as his co-creation with artist Chris Bachalo on the same company’s Generation X. He has also worked on series such as WILDCATS, The Darkness, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and KISS! While keeping one foot firmly planted in the comic book industry with such creator-owned properties as Ball and Chain and The Stray, Scott is currently writing television pilots, direct to DVD movies (for comic book legend Stan Lee) and feature films in Hollywood.

Paulo Henrique has worked as an artist on series such as Lego Ninjago, Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, and, of course, The Hardy Boys.
MARKETING
Cross-promotion with other HARDY BOYS licensees.
House ads in NANCY DREW series.
ALA, ComicCon, other consumer shows featured in booth.
More fun gags and moving moments with Maureen and Wendy, THE SISTERS!

Being a little sister is a full time job for Maureen! One minute she is playing pranks, teasing, and pestering her sister, Wendy, as a good little sister should. The next minute, she is consoling the inconsolable, attempting to mend Wendy’s broken heart. Moments like these will resonate with sisters of all ages!

CHRISTOPHE CAZENOVE and WILLIAM MAURY are the co-creators of THE SISTERS, a "slice of life" series focused on family life inspired by Maury’s real-life sisters. Both creators currently reside in their native France.

AUGUST Papercutz
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels
On Sale 8/1/2017
Ages 7 to 11
Trade Paperback, 96 pages
9 in H | 6.5 in W
Carton Quantity: 80
ISBN: 9781629916453

Also available

The Sisters Vol. 2: Doing It Our Way!
9781629915951
The Sisters Vol. 1: Just Like Family
9781629914930
MARKETING
Extended digital mailing to Mommy bloggers and "girl friendly" sites like Alloy.
Print advertising in BOOKLIST
House ads in CHARMZ titles.
Video book trailer on YouTube and Papercutz website.
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Being a little sister is a full time job for Maureen! One minute she is playing pranks, teasing, and pestering her sister, Wendy, as a good little sister should. The next minute, she is consoling the inconsolable, attempting to mend Wendy’s broken heart. Moments like these will resonate with sisters of all ages!

CHRISTOPHE CAZENOVE and WILLIAM MAURY are the co-creators of THE SISTERS, a "slice of life" series focused on family life inspired by Maury’s real-life sisters. Both creators currently reside in their native France.
MARKETING
Extended digital mailing to Mommy bloggers and "girl friendly" sites like Alloy.
Print advertising in BOOKLIST
House ads in CHARMZ titles.
Video book trailer on YouTube and Papercutz website.
All your favorite NICKELODEON characters in one volume! More laughs, fun and stories than you ever thought could be contained in one book!

Calling all Nickelodeon fans! Calling all Nickelodeon fans! All-new comics featuring Nickelodeon's craziest characters are here! Join the Breadwinners, Sanjay and Craig, Harvey Beaks, Pig, Goat, Banana, Cricket, and the residents of The Loud House as they cause all sorts of Pandemonium in true Nickelodeon style!

ERIC ESQUIVEL is an author, screenwriter, and journalist whose previous comic book work includes ADVENTURE TIME, BRAVEST WARRIORS, SONIC THE HEDGEHOG, and WONDERLAND, as well as original series BLACKEST TERROR and LOKI: RAGNAROK AND ROLL.

STEFAN PETRUCHA is the author of such YA series as Timetripper, Split, and The Rule of Won, as well as NANCY DREW DIARIES, PAPERCUTZ SLICES, and more.

CARSON MONTGOMERY, SHANE HOUGHTON, and KEVIN KRAMER are Emmy award winning staff writers for the HARVEY BEAKS animated series.

BRANDON BAKER is a staff artist for Nickelodeon Animation Studios.

ANDREAS SCHUSTER is a freelance Cartoonist with a Diploma in Illustration from the University of Düsseldorf.
MARKETING
Extended Digital Mailing: Targeting animation and Nick fan sites.
Trade advertising in BOOKLIST.
Cross-promotion with other NICKELODEON licensees.
ALA, ComicCon, other consumer shows featured in booth.
All your favorite NICKELODEON characters in one volume! More laughs, fun and stories than you ever thought could be contained in one book!

Calling all Nickelodeon fans! All-new comics featuring Nickelodeon’s craziest characters are here! Join the Breadwinners, Sanjay and Craig, Harvey Beaks, Pig, Goat, Banana, Cricket, and the residents of The Loud House as they cause all sorts of Pandemonium in true Nickelodeon style!

ERIC ESQUIVEL is an author, screenwriter, and journalist whose previous comic book work includes ADVENTURE TIME, BRAVEST WARRIORS, SONIC THE HEDGEHOG, and WONDERLAND, as well as original series BLACKEST TERROR and LOKI: RAGNAROK AND ROLL.

STEFAN PETRUCHA is the author of such YA series as Timetripper, Split, and The Rule of Won, as well as NANCY DREW DIARIES, PAPERCUTZ SLICES, and more.

CARSON MONTGOMERY, SHANE HOUGHTON, and KEVIN KRAMER are Emmy award winning staff writers for the HARVEY BEAKS animated series.

BRANDON BAKER is a staff artist for Nickelodeon Animation Studios.

ANDREAS SCHUSTER is a freelance Cartoonist with a Diploma in Illustration from the University of Düsseldorf.
MARKETING
Extended Digital Mailing: Targeting animation and Nick fan sites.
Trade advertising in BOOKLIST.
Cross-promotion with other NICKELODEON licensees.
ALA, ComicCon, other consumer shows featured in booth.
Your favorite characters from DreamWorks hit movie TROLLS return in all-new adventures!

Welcome back to the world of the TROLLS! Everyone's favorite follically challenged friends appear in all-new adventures continuing the story of the hit film. Will Poppy and the snack pack continue to look on the bright side of things? Can they keep getting Branch to sing and dance? Will they all stay out of the Bergens' clutches? And will Fuzzbert ever get a haircut? You'll have to keep reading to find out!

DAVE SCHEIDT is a radical dude from Chicago, Illinois. When he's not writing comic books he enjoys eating pizza. He is often mistaken for the elusive Sasquatch. He is the writer and co-creator of Spooky Sleepover, a collection of all ages horror stories as well as the creator of Minimum Wage Mummy. He is a regular contributor to Aw Yeah Comics and has written Adventure Time for Boom! Studios.
Your favorite characters from DreamWorks hit movie TROLLS return in all-new adventures!

Welcome back to the world of the TROLLS! Everyone's favorite follically challenged friends appear in all-new adventures continuing the story of the hit film. Will Poppy and the snack pack continue to look on the bright side of things? Can they keep getting Branch to sing and dance? Will they all stay out of the Bergens' clutches? And will Fuzzbert ever get a haircut? You'll have to keep reading to find out!

DAVE SCHEIDT is a radical dude from Chicago, Illinois. When he's not writing comic books he enjoys eating pizza. He is often mistaken for the elusive Sasquatch. He is the writer and co-creator of Spooky Sleepover, a collection of all ages horror stories as well as the creator of Minimum Wage Mummy. He is a regular contributor to Aw Yeah Comics and has written Adventure Time for Boom! Studios.
TINI HOWARD
Barbie Spring 2017 Movie Graphic Novel #2

Top secret new Barbie series. All will be revealed very soon!

TINI HOWARD is a writer of comics (POSEIDON IX, OATH ANTHOLOGY, MAGDALENA: SEVENTH SACRAMENT) and more (Secret Loves of Geek Girls). She is also a Comics contributor for Paste Magazine and Teen Vogue.

AUGUST
Papercutz
Juvenile Fiction / Comics & Graphic Novels / Media Tie-In
On Sale 8/22/2017
Ages 6 to 10
Trade Paperback, 64 pages
9 in H | 6 in W
Carton Quantity: 90
ISBN: 9781629917702
$7.99 / $11.50 Can.

Also available
Barbie Video Game Hero #1
9781629916439
$7.99/$11.50 Can.
MARKETING
- Insertion/ad swap with Mattel DVD titles.
- Banner advertising on THE MARY SUE (female-centric pop culture site).
- STEM focused Teachers Guide & Classroom Kit.
- Cross-promote with other BARBIE VIDEO GAME HERO licensees.
Top secret new Barbie series. All will be revealed very soon!

TINI HOWARD is a writer of comics (POSEIDON IX, OATH ANTHOLOGY, MAGDALENA: SEVENTH SACRAMENT) and more (SECRET LOVES OF GEEK GIRLS). She is also a Comics contributor for Paste Magazine and Teen Vogue.
MARKETING

Insertion/ad swap with Mattel DVD titles.
Banner advertising on THE MARY SUE (female-centric pop culture site).
STEM focused Teachers Guide & Classroom Kit.
Cross-promote with other BARBIE VIDEO GAME HERO licensees.
Everyone's favorite time-traveling mouse has to rescue the Rosetta Stone from the clutches of the evil Pirate Cats.

During Napoleon's 1798 campaign in Egypt, Lieutenant Pierre-François Bouchard found the Rosetta Stone. But he doesn't know that Pirate Cats have already replaced the original piece with their own version. Now it's up to Geronimo and friends find the real Stone and give it back to history!

Born in New Mouse City, Mouse Island, GERONIMO STILTON is Rattus Emeritus of Mousomorphic Literature and of Neo-Ratonic Comparative Philosophy. He is the director of The Rodent's Gazette, New Mouse City's most widely read daily newspaper. Stilton was awarded the Ratitzer Prize for his scoops on The Curse of the Cheese Pyramid and The Search for Sunken Treasure. One of his bestsellers won the 2002 eBook Award for world's best-selling electronic book. In 2006 he won a Nickelodeon Kids Choice Award and in 2008 he won the Cartoomics prize "Beyond Comics." His works have been published all over the globe. In his spare time, Mr. Stilton collects antique cheese rinds.
MARKETING
Trade advertising in BOOKLIST.
Cross promotion with Amazon and Amazon Prime.
Cross-promotion with other STILTON licensees.
ALA, ComicCon, other consumer shows featured in booth.
Everyone's favorite time-traveling mouse has to rescue the Rosetta Stone from the clutches of the evil Pirate Cats.

During Napoleon's 1798 campaign in Egypt, Lieutenant Pierre-François Bouchard found the Rosetta Stone. But he doesn't know that Pirate Cats have already replaced the original piece with their own version. Now it's up to Geronimo and friends find the real Stone and give it back to history!

Born in New Mouse City, Mouse Island, GERONIMO STILTON is Rattus Emeritus of Mousomorphic Literature and of Neo-Ratonic Comparative Philosophy. He is the director of The Rodent's Gazette, New Mouse City's most widely read daily newspaper. Stilton was awarded the Ratitzer Prize for his scoops on The Curse of the Cheese Pyramid and The Search for Sunken Treasure. One of his bestsellers won the 2002 eBook Award for world's best-selling electronic book. In 2006 he won a Nickelodeon Kids Choice Award and in 2008 he won the Cartoonics prize "Beyond Comics." His works have been published all over the globe. In his spare time, Mr. Stilton collects antique cheese rinds.
MARKETING
Trade advertising in BOOKLIST.
Cross promotion with Amazon and Amazon Prime.
Cross-promotion with other STILTON licensees.
ALA, ComicCon, other consumer shows featured in booth.
Collecting the first graphic novels of all your favorite Nickelodeon animated characters.

Over 200 pages of Nickelodeon fun featuring the graphic novel debuts of four hit-animated Nickelodeon shows: Sanjay and Craig, The Breadwinners, Harvey Beaks, and Pig Goat Banana Cricket. Four graphic novels included.

ERIC ESQUIVEL is an author, screenwriter, and journalist whose previous comic book work includes ADVENTURE TIME, BRAVEST WARRIORS, SONIC THE HEDGEHOG, WONDERLAND and more.

RYAN JAMPOLE is a Harvey Award nominated comic artist best known for his work on MEGA MAN.

STEFAN PETRUCHA is the author of such YA series as Timetripper, Split, and The Rule of Won, as well as NANCY DREW DIARIES, PAPERCUTZ SLICES, and more.

ALISON STREJLAU is a New York-based cartoonist and Illustrator. She is currently the artist for REGULAR SHOW and the Senior Digital Editor at ComiXology.

CARSON MONTGOMERY, SHANE HOUGHTON, and KEVIN KRAMER are Emmy award winning staff writers for the HARVEY BEAKS animated series.

BRANDON BAKER is a staff artis...
Over 175 pages of story, 3 graphic novels and more hot wings than you can count come together to make up SANJAY & CRAIG's first boxed set!

Over 175 pages of hilarious adventures featuring a boy (Sanjay), his snake (Craig), and all you can eat hotwings. What happens when hotwings come alive? What are Sanjay, Craig and the gang doing in season 13 of their show? How can Sanjay and Craig help their idol Tufflips get back in shape? The answers to these questions and more await in this boxed set collecting all three volumes of Sanjay and Craig graphic novels based on the hit Nickelodeon Show! Yeah, Dawg!

Eric Esquivel is an author, screenwriter, and journalist whose previous comic book work includes stories for the ADVENTURE TIME, BRAVEST WARRIORS, SONIC THE HEDGEHOG, and WONDERLAND franchises, as well as the original series BLACKEST TERROR, BOO!, CALABRESE, and LOKI: RAGNAROK AND ROLL.

Ryan Jampole is a Harvey Award nominated comic artist best known for his work on the MEGA MAN series for Archie comics.

Also available

Sanjay and Craig #3: 'Story Time with Sanjay and Craig'
9781629914640
$7.99/$11.50 Can.

Sanjay and Craig #2: "New Kid on the Block"
9781629914251

Sanjay and Craig #1: 'Fight the Future with Flavor'
9781629913025
Another collection of Smurftastic adventures perfect for new and old readers, alike!

The Smurfs get a lesson in finances, the Smurf doctor is in, and the Village gets contagious, and the Smurfs take a walk on the wild side as they visit the jungle to find a savage Smurf—all in this collection of three graphic novels in a smurfy slipcase. With over 160 pages of comics, this set is a Smurftastic value!

PIERRE CULLIFORD, born in Belgium in 1928, was the cartoonist known as Peyo. Peyo began his career working with some of Belgium’s most talented cartoonists, including his lifelong writing partner Yvan Delporte. In 1958, The Smurfs made their first appearance and went on to become the world-famous characters we know and love today.
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